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Abstract
A well-validated quasi-one-dimensional computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) code for the analysis of the internal
ballistics of two-stage light gas guns is modified to
explicitly calculate the ablation of steel from the gun bore
and the incorporation of the ablated wall material into the
hydrogen working gas. The modified code is used to
model 45 shots made with the NASA Ames 0.5" light gas
gun over an extremely wide variety of gun operating
conditions. Good agreement is found between the experi-
mental and theoretical piston velocities (maximum errors
of _+2% to +6%) and maximum powder pressures
(maximum errors of +10% with good igniters). Overall,
the agreement between the experimental and numerically
calculated gun erosion values (within a factor of 2) was
judged to be reasonably good, considering the complexity
of the processes modelled. Experimental muzzle veloci-
ties agree very well (maximum errors of 0.5-0.7 km/sec)
with theoretical muzzle velocities calculated with loading
of the hydrogen gas with the ablated barrel wall material.
Comparison of results for pump tube volumes of 100%,
60% and 40% of an initial benchmark value show that, at
the higher muzzle velocities, operation at 40% pump tube
volume produces much lower hydrogen loading and gun
erosion and substantially lower maximum pressures in the
gun. Large muzzle velocity gains (2.4-5.4 km/sec) are
predicted upon driving the gun harder (that is, upon using
higher powder loads and/or lower hydrogen fill pressures)
when hydrogen loading is neglected; much smaller
muzzle velocity gains (1.1-2.2 km/sec) are predicted
when hydrogen loading is taken into account. These
smaller predicted velocity gains agree well with those
achieved in practice. CFD snapshots of the hydrogen
mass fraction, density and pressure of the in-bore medium
are presented for a very erosive shot.
I. Introduction
A representative two-stage light gas gun is shown (not to
scale) in figure 1. The operation of such a gun starts with
the burning of the powder in the powder chamber. The
piston, typically an easily deformable plastic such as
polyethylene, is accelerated in the pump tube to velocities
of the order of 0.8 km/sec. The hydrogen in front of the
piston is greatly compressed and heated by the piston,
reaching pressures on the order of 7000 bar and tempera-
tures that are ideally as high as 3000 K. At some point in
the compression cycle, the diaphragm just behind the
projectile breaks and the projectile starts to accelerate
down the barrel. The highly compressed and heated
hydrogen between the piston and the projectile can have a
sound speed of-4 km/sec and can accelerate the projec-
tile to velocities of 7-8 km/sec. With very light projectiles
and by driving the gun hard (that is, by using large
powder loads and/or low hydrogen fill pressures),
velocities up to 11 km/sec can be obtained. Further
discussion of the two-stage light gas gun is given in
reference i.
Gun barrel erosion is a serious problem with two-stage
light gas guns. Erosion can be caused by thermal,
chemical and mechanical factors. Possible erosion modes
include thermally induced softening, phase changes and
melting of the barrel bore surface. The extreme tempera-
ture changes and pressures during gun firing can cause
cracking and spalling of the bore surface. The mechanical
sweeping action of the gas, as well as the motion of the
projectile, can remove liquid or weakened solid material
from the bore surface. Chemical factors are more impor-
tant in conventional guns, where the gunpowder gas
contains large quantities of carbon and nitrogen com-
pounds, than in two-stage gas guns. Further discussion of
gun erosion is given in references 1 and 2.
Excessive barrel erosion can lead to damage or
destruction of the launch package. It can also lead to
frequent barrel changes and excessive down-time,
especially at higher launch velocities. Barrel erosion can
also limit the maximum muzzle velocity by loading down
the hydrogen working gas with heavy eroded barrel
material (ref. 3). (For brevity, we will use the term
"hydrogen loading" to refer to this effect in the remainder
of this paper.) One way of attempting to mitigate this
problem is to perform a series of CFD calculations at
O" O"various _,un operatin,_ conditions and then to make an
optimization of the gun operating conditions. Optimiza-
tions can be pertbrmed on some or all of the following
parameters: powder mass, piston mass, projectile mass,
HH
initial hydrogen fill pressure, diaphragm rupture pressure,
pump tube volume and contraction cone angle. Such CFD
analyses were performed in references 4-8. The analyses
can be used to attempt to maximize muzzle velocity,
mimmize the maximum projectile base pressure for a
given muzzle velocity, reduce the maximum strength of
the shock waves impacting on the projectile base, etc., as
well as to reduce gun barrel erosion. Conditions judged
from the calculations to be likely to result in reduced gun
erosion can then be tested in actual gun firings. The
guidance provided by the numerical CFD calculations
greatly reduces the number of actual firings required to
find the desired gun operating conditions. [This reduction
can be as great as from tens of shots (when no CFD
guidance is used) to as few as one or two shots.] This
procedure was used in earlier work on the 1.5" and 0.5"
guns at the NASA Ames Research Center (refs. 6-8).
In these three studies muzzle velocity increases of
0.5-0.8 km/sec were achieved simultaneously with
reductions in barrel erosion of 30-50%.
Gun barrel erosion was not explicitly calculated in the
CFD calculations of references 4-8, but rough estimates
could be made tYom the calculated values of hydrogen
temperature, pressure, velocity and the duration of the
erosive conditions. The present report presents an
extension of previous work in which the barrel erosion is
explicitly calculated and the resulting interaction of the
eroded material and the hydrogen working gas is
modelled. An equation-of-state is developed for the
resulting hydrogen/steel mixture. Standard CFD methods
are used to convect this mixture down the barrel. To
obtain the erosion rate of the barrel wall, the unsteady
heat conduction into the barrel wall is solved concurrently
with the flow of the powder gas-piston-hydrogen media
within the barrel. The temperature dependence of the
conductivity and the specific heat and the phase changes
in the gun steel are modelled. A latent heat of fusion is
applied at the melting wall surface. Mass flux and heat
flux at the wall surface are matched between the in-bore
media and the steel parts of the solution. The effects of
wall blowing on the skin friction and heat transfer are
modelled.
In section II, we first very briefly review (and reference)
the previously developed CFD light gas gun code. We
then describe, in some detail, the additions made to the
code to model wall erosion and the incorporation of the
eroded wall material into the hydrogen working gas.
Comparisons of the CFD results with analytical solutions
are made. In section III, CFD results are compared with
experimental piston velocity, powder pressure, muzzle
velocity and gun erosion data. The experimental data
were taken with three different pump tube volumes and
include a number of very high velocity launches (up to
9.5 km/sec). The substantial loss of muzzle velocity due
to the loading of the hydrogen working gas by the eroded
wall material is clearly demonstrated by the experimental
and numerical results. Agreement between the CFD
calculations which included incorporation of the eroded
wall material into the working gas and the experimental
data was found to be very good. The results were much
superior and of much broader applicability than those
obtained in reference 8 using a simple heuristic correction
factor to model the effect of hydrogen loading on muzzle
velocity.
II. Numerical Method
A. Original code
The starting point for the CFD code presented herein is an
earlier quasi-one-dimensional CFD code first described in
reference 9. The code models the entire gun firing cycle
from gunpowder ignition to the moment that the projectile
exits the muzzle. The code is based on the Godunov
method in one dimension and is third-order accurate in
space and second-order accurate in time. The Riemann
solver used is exact for shocks and uses a very accurate
power law integration for expansion waves. Realistic
equations-of-state are used for all media. The code
includes modelling of friction and heat transfer for
powder gas, hydrogen, the pump tube piston and the
projectile. A simple nonequilibrium turbulence model is
included for the gas flows, and the predictions of skin
friction and heat transfer to the tube walls in the gas flows
are modified accordingly. Gunpowder burn in the first-
stage breech is modelled using standard ballistic
techniques.
In reference 9, validation of the code is discussed in some
detail. Part of the validation consisted of comparing CFD
results with analytical solutions of
(a) Riemann's shock tube problem.
(b) A solid state plate slap problem.
(c) Flow through a convergent-divergent nozzle with a
300:1 pressure ratio.
(d) Gunpowder burn in a closed chamber.
Further validation of the code was obtained by comparing
CFD predictions against experimental data from the Ames
0.5" and 1.5" two-stage light gas guns. The experimental
data included
(a) Powder burn pressure histories.
(b) Pump tube pressure histories.
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(c) Piston velocities.
(d) Projectile muzzle velocities.
Further details of these validation studies and the code in
general are found in reference 9.
B. Code Modifications
Properties of gun steel- To perform the required
calculations, it is necessary to obtain the thermal
conductivity, specific heat and density of the barrel
material (gun steel or carbon steel). Guns are frequently
made of the steel alloys 4330 or 4340 (ref. 10). The
chemistry of these steels is given in reference 11 and
therein it is seen that this chemistry is very similar to the
chemistries of alloys 4130 and 4140. Since it was not
possible to find a complete set of properties for
4330 steel, properties for the other alloys are used to
construct data curves for the gun barrels. The properties
do not vary greatly amongst different carbon steel alloys,
and hence, the errors produced by using property data
from the different alloys are small. Thermal conductivity
data for 4130, 4140, 4340 and "1.5% carbon steel" are
taken from references 12-14. The temperature range of
the data is 123-1473 K. Consensus thermal conductivity
data are selected, favoring 4340 steel where the data are
available (123-813 K). In lieu of specific data, the
thermal conductivity was assumed to be constant from
1473 K up to the melting point.
Specific heat data for 4130 and 4140 steel over the
temperature range 348-1048 K are taken from refer-
ence 12. Specific heat data for "low Ni" and "high Ni"
carbon steels with chemistries close to those of 4330 and
4340 steel are taken from reference 15. The temperature
range of these data is 348-1523 K. Again, consensus data
are taken to construct the data curve. For want of data, the
specific heat is assumed to be constant from 1523 K up to
the melting point. The selected specific heat data contain
the peaks corresponding to the various phase changes of
steel as the temperature is increased. These specific heat
data are integrated to provide a curve of internal energy
versus temperature for use in the CFD code. The melting
point of the steel is taken as 1723 K, from reference 10.
The heat of fusion of the steel was taken as 2.8932 x
109erg/g, from reference 16.
The thermal conductivity and specific heat data are used
in the heat conduction calculations in the gun barrel. For
these calculations, the density of the barrel is assumed to
be constant at 7.80 g/cm 3. The large mass of unheated
gun barrel material outside the very thin heated region
will restrain the latter in the axial and circumferential
directions. The barrel material will expand in the radial
direction during heating. This expansion is ignored in the
barrel heat conduction calculation in order to avoid calcu-
lating a complex stress state in the barrel material near the
bore and having the cells move on account of this expan-
sion. This large simplification of the calculations should
produce only very minor errors in the erosion
calculations.
For the equation-of-state calculations with fine steel
droplets (or frozen droplets, i.e., dust) incorporated into
the hydrogen working gas, some modifications of the
material properties discussed above are used. First,
thermal conductivity data are unnecessary, since the steel
and the hydrogen are always assumed to be at the same
temperature. The steel droplets may melt and/or freeze in
the hydrogen-steel flow in the gun barrel and it would be
very awkward to calculate the melting or freezing for
every cell for every timestep. Hence, for the internal
energy versus temperature curve for the steel droplets, the
internal energy change due to melting or freezing is
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the temperature
interval 1700-1750 K, which includes the melting point
of 1723 K. For lack of data, the specific heat of the liquid
is taken to be equal to the specific heat value of the solid
at the highest temperature for which the latter is available.
Since the specific heat of the steel is of the order of
0.07 times that of the hydrogen gas, even at fairly heavy
mass loadings of the hydrogen with steel, the errors
produced by the aforementioned assumptions used to
generate the curve of internal energy versus temperature
for the steel droplets will introduce only very minor errors
in the overall CFD calculations.
The density of the solid or liquid steel was permitted to
vary for the droplets incorporated into the hydrogen gas.
Density data for solid iron was taken from reference 17.
The density of molten iron just above the melting point
was taken from reference 18. From these data, a curve of
density versus temperature for the steel of the gun barrel
was constructed. (Note that the data are actually for iron;
the differences between the densities of iron and the
carbon steel gun steels are very small.) The abrupt density
changes for the phase changes and melting were again
taken to be spread out over the 50 K interval containing
the temperature of the phase change. The linear expansion
coefficient of molten steel was assumed to be the same as
that of solid steel at the highest temperature for which
such data are available. Since the volume occupied by the
steel droplets, even at 50% mass loadings at maximum
pressures, is of the order of 1% of the total volume, the
small errors in the density of the steel produced by the
assumptions made above are unimportant.
For use in the equation-of-state of the hydrogen-steel
mixture, the internal energies and densities of the steel
weretakentobefunctionsoftemperatureonly.The
variationsofthesepropertieswithpressurewere
examinedandwerefoundtoreachmaximaofabout1%
forthemaximumpressuresin thegun.Sincethefractions
oftotalinternalenergyandfluidvolumeduetothatsteel
arethemselvessmall,thechangesofthesteelinternal
energyanddensitywithpressurewereignored,thereby
muchsimplifyingtheequation-of-statec lculationswhich
mustbedoneateverycellateverytimestep.Theerrors
producedbytheseassumptionswerestimatedtobe,at
most,0.1%.
Equation-of-stateofhydrogen-steel mixture- The
following equations are used for the hydrogen-steel
mixture.
and
e = mle I + m2e 2 (1)
where
_
ml m2+
Pl P2
(2)
e _--
e I =
e 2 =
p =
Pl =
P2 =
m 1 =
m 2 =
internal energy of mixture
internal energy of hydrogen
internal energy of steel
density of mixture
density of hydrogen
density of steel
mass fraction of hydrogen
mass fraction of steel
If m 2 is less than 0.0001, we ignore the steel in the flow
and simply use the usual tabulated equation-of-state
(EOS), p = p(p,e) and T = T(p,e) for hydrogen, where p is
the pressure and T is the temperature. This situation exists
for the vast majority of the CFD solutions for the gun
firing cycle, and since the two-phase EOS is rather costly
in CPU time to employ, it is essential not to use it except
when it is absolutely required.
If it is required to use the two-phase EOS, we proceed as
follows. From the CFD update to the cell in question, we
will know e, p, m l and m2, but not el, e2, Pl and P2. For
the first iteration, we assume e2 = el/15.1 , based on an
average value of the ratio of specific heats of hydrogen
and steel and take P2 = 6.90 g/cm 3, the value for liquid
steel at 1900 K. With these assumptions, we can then
solve equations (1) and (2) for e 1 and Pl and, using the
normal EOS for hydrogen, determine p and T. With an
estimate for T now available, using the curves established
as described in the previous section we can get better
estimates for e2 and P2, and then, using equations (1) and
(2) and the EOS for hydrogen alone, a new set of values
for p and T can be calculated. Using well-known iterative
procedures, the process is then repeated until the p and
T values converge adequately.
The speed of sound (c) of the hydrogen-steel mixture is
also required in the CFD solution. To calculate c, one
considers the motion of the hydrogen-steel mixture along
an isentrope with variations of pressure and density. The
simplest case is to ignore heat transfer between the
hydrogen and the steel. In this case, it can be shown that
the speed of sound for the mixture is given by
9
c2 = or (3)
p-m l
where c! is the speed of sound of the hydrogen gas alone,
available from the normal EOS for hydrogen. The
primary effect of the steel loading is to reduce the sound
speed below the value for hydrogen alone by the factor
",f_-I • If we allow the temperature of the hydrogen and
steel to move together along the isentrope, we will get a
slightly different expression for c. To make this calcu-
lation we again use the assumption that the specific heat
of steel is 1/I 5.1 (= K) times that of hydrogen. In this
case, the sound speed for the mixture can be shown to be
given by
C2 =[el +dp .___.p9Q] p2 1 (4)del Pl Pi" p2 ml
where
1
Q=
ml1+
K(1-m l)
The derivative in equation (4) is available from the
normal EOS for hydrogen alone. The difference between
the sound speeds from equations (3) and (4) is of the
order of 1% for m 1 = 0.5 and 5% for m I = 0.1. The CFD
solutions are remarkably insensitive to the exact value of
c used, and representative gun solutions carried out with
the two different ways of calculating c showed only very
small differences. Our final choice was to use equa-
tion (4) for c. The difference in the CPU times is negli-
gible because most of the time is spent in the iteration
procedure described earlier.
(5)
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Heat conduction analysis in barrel- The basic heat
conduction equation used to update the internal energies
at the cell centers is given below.
= _ 3YJi-l/zJ
9Ayi
where
y = radial distance away from the bore
i = cell identifying index, increasing in the radial
direction
i - 1/2, = identifying indices of the inner and
i + 1/2 outer cell boundaries
Ay i = cell thickness in radial direction
Aei = change in internal energy of the cell
T = temperature
k = thermal conductivity
p = density
At = timestep
(6)
The actual problem is axisymmetric, but a planar one-
dimensional analysis is used for simplicity because the
total thickness of the heat conduction zone analyzed is
about 1/15th of the tube radius and the thickness within
which significant gradients occur is 3 to 5 times smaller
still. Thus, the errors produced by using the planar
assumption should be quite small, of the order of 1-2% or
less. The derivative terms give the conductive heat flux
on the two boundaries of the cell. The format of equa-
tion (6) is used for all cells except the innermost cell,
where the heat flux at the bore is given by calculations
performed in the medium inside the bore of the gun.
(These calculations will be described in the next section.)
The variations of the steel properties with temperature are
taken into account by the variation of k with temperature
and the shape of the curve e = e(T), constructed as
described earlier. As described earlier, p is taken to be a
constant within the gun barrel. Equation (6) is solved for
each cell for each timestep of the solution.
The stability requirement for the timestep based on the
heat conduction calculations in the barrel is taken from
reference 19, but we use the notation of the present report
and consider the cell with the smallest radial thickness.
The result is
(Aymin)2pC
Atma x = (7)
2k
where
Atma x = maximum permissible timestep
AYmin = thickness of cell of smallest radial thickness
C = specific heat of steel
We use the smallest value of C in the temperature range
of interest to calculate Atmax in equation (7). The actual
timestep chosen for each step is the smaller of the
timestep calculated based on the CFD calculations for the
media within the barrel and 0.75 times the value given in
equation (7). The factor of 0,75 provides an extra margin
of safety regarding stability of the heat conduction
calculations.
We now give some key numerical values for the heat
conduction analyses of the NASA Ames 0.5" light gas
gun, for which theoretical and experimental results will be
given at a later point. The overall gun length is 2019 cm.
The grid was 200 cells in the axial direction and 16 cells
in the radial direction. The cell length in the axial direc-
tion varied from 83 cm in the first-stage powder breech,
where heat conduction effects were unimportant, to about
0.5 cm near the diaphragm, where heat transfer and barrel
erosion were severe, then increasing to 15 cm at the
muzzle. The pump tube and launch tube diameters are
6.45 and 1.27 cm, respectively. The thickness of the
innermost cell is 0.00117 cm and, going outwards, each
cell is 1.1 times as thick as the preceding cell. The total
radial thickness of the zone in which the heat conduction
is analyzed is 0.042 cm. In our calculations, the tempera-
ture rise of the outermost two or three cells is negligible,
so using an adiabatic boundary condition at a depth of
0.042 cm into the barrel causes negligible errors. These
numbers have proven to give high quality results for the
Ames 0.5" gun. They would very likely have to be
changed for guns of different sizes or with much different
durations of the launch cycle.
The basic variable for the update of the cell center values
using equation (6) is the internal energy, not the tempera-
ture. In an earlier version of the cell update routine, the
two relations e = e(T) and T = T(e) were used succes-
sively. This caused small, but continuously accumulating,
errors. Hence, we shifted to using e only in the update of
the cell center values. The T = T(e) relation is used to
calculate cell center temperatures, which are then used to
calculate the temperatures and temperature gradients at
the cell boundaries. These are necessary to compute the
heat fluxes and are calculated using cubic interpolations
to the cell center temperatures. After calculating the cell
boundary heat fluxes, these temperatures are discarded
and the relation e = e(T) is never used, except once at the
very beginning of the run, to set the initial e values for all
cells. The accumulating errors mentioned earlier do not
¸7"¸[:¸ [
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occur with the present analysis technique. The wall
temperature is calculated using a quadratic extrapolation
from the first three cell center temperatures. This tem-
perature cannot be discarded, because it must be used to
couple the steel heat conduction solution with the solution
for the medium within the barrel. However, it is never
used to make an e = e(T) calculation for the steel.
As heat continues to flow into the barrel from the bore,
the barrel temperature will, in general, continue to rise.
As long as the barrel surface temperature does not exceed
the steel melting temperature, it is assumed that there is
no loss of barrel material. On the other hand, when, at the
end of a timestep, the barrel surface temperature is calcu-
lated to have exceeded the steel melting temperature,
barrel material will have been lost during the timestep.
The amount of the material lost is calculated, starting with
the following equation.
pAyI(el- el0) +pAyMHf =(Qw -QI2) At (8)
where
ayt
AyM
el0
e l
Hf
Qw
= thickness of first cell adjacent to bore
= thickness of material lost due to melting
= internal energy of first cell at start of timestep
= internal energy of first cell at end of timestep
= heat of fusion of steel
= heat flux rate into first cell from medium
within bore
QI2 = heat flux rate out of first cell into second cell
Other variables are as described previously. Equation (8)
has been derived using a control volume approach for the
innermost steel cell in the barrel. The first term in equa-
tion (8) represents the increase in internal energy of the
steel in the cell due to heating. The second term is the
energy absorbed due to the melting off of a layer of steel
of thickness Ay M. The term on the right-hand side of the
equation represents the difference between the heat
gained from the medium in the barrel bore and the heat
lost by conduction to the second cell. At the end of the
timestep, all terms in equation (8) are known except AyM
and e 1. By calculating an average specific heat of the
steel, C, for the temperature range in question, and
rearranging equation (8) to solve tbr Ay M, we get
(Qw - Ql2)At ZXylC(TI - T,0)
AYM = (9)
pHf Hf
where
T10 = temperature of first cell at start of timestep
T 1 = temperature of first cell at end of timestep
All terms in equation (9) are known except Ay M and T 1.
To solve for Ay M and T I, a second equation is needed.
This is obtained by making a quadratic extrapolation of
temperature from the cell temperatures T1, T 2 and T 3 to
the unknown (new) wall position and setting this tem-
perature equal to the melting temperature, TM. T 1, T 2 and
T 3 are the cell center temperatures after the timestep and
the values of T 2 and T 3 are taken to be those after the
usual internal cell conduction calculations and are there-
fore known. This second equation also, then, has the
unknowns Ay M and TI, and the two equations are solved
together by iteration to give the wall retreat, AyM, during
the timestep. After the calculation of Ay M, the cell
gridding is displaced outwards by this amount. New
e values at the cell centers are calculated using quadratic
interpolations from the e values at the cell centers at the
end of the conduction calculations for the timestep, but
before the displacement of the grid.
The numerical solution technique was tested with a
constant heat flux applied to the wall and constant steel
properties. This ultimately yields a steady-state solution
for which an analytical result is available. With a wall
temperature of 1200 K, an initial barrel temperature of
300 K, Ay l = 0.000875 cm and the ratio of successive cell
thicknesses increasing by 1.07 as one moves outwards
into the barrel material, the numerical and analytical
results were compared. The temperatures were found to
have maximum errors of 1-2 K and the numerical wall
retreat rate had an error of approximately 0.5%. Similar
accuracies were found comparing analytical and
numerical results for a simple conduction solution with
constant bore surface temperature. The actual value of
Ay 1 (0.00117 cm) and the ratio of successive cell
thicknesses (1.10) used for our gun calculations are
slightly larger than those quoted just above. This should
result in errors perhaps two to three times larger than
those just quoted. This was judged to be sufficiently
accurate for our purposes and the slightly larger cell
thicknesses afford a significant reduction in CPU time.
If the wall erosion rate is extremely high, it is possible
that the calculated temperature, not only at the barrel wall
surface but also at the center of the first steel celt, will
exceed the melting point of the steel. Such a case cannot
be handled by the current code. In the survey of CFD
calculations to be presented in section III, this difficulty
occurred for only a single case, when the gun was driven
extremely hard and incorporation of the steel droplets into
the hydrogen was artificially suppressed. A solution was
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obtained in this case by reducing the CFL number from
0.70 to 0.35, at the cost of doubling the CPU time. If the
reduction of the CFL number does not produce a solution
in a reasonable CPU time, the 0nly alternative may be to
increase the minimum steel cell thicknesses, at the cost of
reducing the accuracy of the solution.
Barrel wall heat flux analysis in medium within bore-
This analysis is described in some detail in Appendix A
and, hence, will only briefly be outlined here. The
analysis starts by deriving the basic equations for the skin
friction and wall heat flux without mass addition (ablation
of steel) at the barrel bore surface. Then, the wall heat
flux is corrected (reduced) to account for the mass flux at
the wall. The correction requires the calculation of a
boundary layer reference temperature, for which an
equation is derived. The mass addition analysis just
referred to was derived in the references assuming that the
medium injected at the wall is the same as the free-stream
medium. For our calculations, this is not the case. Hence,
a further correction is added, based on an experimental
data base, to allow for the difference between the effec-
tive molecular weight of the medium injected at the wall
and the free-stream medium. Finally, a last correction to
the effective molecular weight of the free-stream medium
is added, since the free stream is not, in general, pure
hydrogen, but already contains some ablated steel. Further
details can be found in Appendix A and the references.
Nonequilibrium turbulence model- A simple model
(Appendix B) was developed which assumes that the
nonequilibrium turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) relaxes
towards the equilibrium value for the flow in question
with an e-folding length which is multiple of the tube
diameter. The basic model was presented previously, in
Appendices A and B of reference 9, but has been slightly
modified for the present version of the code. We take this
opportunity to present the modified version of the
nonequilibrium turbulence model, but present it in an
appendix (Appendix B), since it is not the main topic of
the present paper.
Coupling between barrel wall heat conduction model
and wall heat flux calculation in the media within the
bore- Three quantities must be exchanged between the
two parts of the solution, the bore surface temperature and
the bore surface heat and mass fluxes. The gridding in the
axial direction is fixed for the heat conduction model
within the barrel material but slides with the media zones
for the in-bore media. The exchange of the three quanti-
ties just referred to is made using simple linear interpola-
tions in the axial direction. However, when solutions first
were obtained, they showed a violent oscillatory behavior
with a period of two timesteps. The amplitude of the
oscillations was, however, limited and the oscillations did
not cause the solution to crash. The solutions for the wall
heat conduction/wall heat and mass flux problem are only
first order in time, although the CFD solution for the
motion of the in-bore medium is second-order accurate in
time and third-order accurate in space (ref. 9). What was
needed to stabilize the wall erosion problem was, ideally,
to change to a predictor-corrector method for the wall
heat conduction/wall heat and mass flux problem. This
would have required a fairly large amount of reprogram-
ming, so that the following device was used instead. In
calculating the reduction of the wall skin friction coeffi-
cient due to the wall mass flux, instead of simply using
the single current value of the wall mass flux obtained
from the parallel barrel heat conduction solution, an
average of the current value and the value for the preced-
ing timestep was used. In effect, the value from the
preceding timestep is used as an estimate for the "correc-
tor" value for the current timestep. This device was found
to stabilize the solution for all cases run to date.
Update of cell variables in the in-bore-- After the mass
flux of steel from the barrel bore is calculated for a given
cell in the in-bore medium for a given timestep, it is
necessary to update the state variables of that ceil. The
steel is assumed to enter the in-bore medium as fine liquid
droplets and to be instantly and completely mixed and
equilibrated thermally and dynamically with the in-bore
medium. The update is done by using the conservation of
total mass, conservation of steel mass, conservation of
momentum and conservation of energy equations. We
start by calculating the increase in the steel mass of the
cell, as follows.
Am = mwAAt (I0)
where
Am = increase of steel mass in cell
mw = wall steel mass flux
A -- cell wall area
At = timestep
The cell density change is given by
Am
p'=p+--
V
where
p' = cell density after update
p = cell density before update
V = cell volume
The change in the hydrogen mass fraction of the cell is
given by
(11)
ml' - ml
Am
1+--
pV
where
m 1' = hydrogen mass fraction after update
m I = hydrogen mass fraction before update
The change in the velocity of the medium in the cell is
given by
u'= _U
p'
where
U'
U =
velocity of medium in cell after update
velocity of medium in cell before update
The change in the internal energy in the cell is given by
_'I 2( _'ll Ame,
e'= e+ 1- +
9'V
where
e'
e
el
= internal energy in cell after update
= internal energy in cell beIbre update
= internal energy of molten steel just above the
melting point
Equations (11)-(13) follow rather obviously from the
corresponding conservation equations. Equation (14) is
slightly more complicated, because e and e' are static
internal energies and one must account for the change in
kinetic energy during the update.
Grid convergence- The addition to the code of the
capability to explicitly model gun erosion and the
incorporation of the eroded barrel material into the
working medium should have essentially no effect on the
grid convergence of solutions. Grid convergence is very
largely dependent upon the quality of the inviscid part of
the solution for the in-bore media for the grids chosen.
For this reason, no new grid convergence studies were
made for the present version of the code. In reference 8, a
grid refinement study was made for a version of the code
without the ability to explicitly model erosion. Six
griddings were studied, with the finest three grids being
14,14,52, 16,16,56 and 18,18,60. (The zones are
gunpowder/gunpowder gas, polyethylene piston plastic
and hydrogen working gas.) Taking the results for the
finest grid as the standard, the differences in key
pressures and velocities were 0.1-0.4% tbr the second
finest grid and 0.6-I .0% for the third finest grid, except
(12)
(13)
(14)
for the maximum contraction cone pressure, for which
there were differences of 2.0% for the third finest grid.
The gun survey of reference 8 was performed using the
third finest gridding, for which the grid was judged to be
adequately converged, to save CPU time. Further details
of the grid refinement study can be found in reference 8.
The original code was used to produce the gun optimiza-
tion surveys of references 6 and 8. Almost all of the
results for the present study were obtained with a gridding
of 16,16,54, which is almost as fine as the second-finest
gridding discussed above.
Miscellaneous final notes regarding solution
techniques- The present algorithm does not model the
deposition of steel from the hydrogen-steel mixture back
onto the barrel bore surface. Thus, once ablated steel is
incorporated into the hydrogen-steel mixture, it remains
in the mixture indefinitely. Furthermore, there is no
modelling of the incorporation of steel melted off the
barrel wall into either the gunpowder/powder gas mixture
or the plastic piston. For all solutions done to date, the
barrel wall temperature in the gunpowder/powder gas
zone remains far below the melting point, and thus the
lack of the capability to incorporate melted steel from the
barrel into the in-bore medium in this region produces no
errors in the solution. Steel is lost from the bore surface in
the region of the plastic piston in some of our solutions.
However, the mass of the steel which might (perhaps) be
incorporated into the plastic of the piston from this effect
is so small compared to the piston mass (much less than
1%) that its effect on the solution would be negligible. On
the other hand, it will be shown that the mass of steel
which can be incorporated in to the hydrogen-steel ceils
can exceed 50% of the total mass in the cell, which
obviously produces very large effects on the solution
dynamics.
For most of the code modifications discussed above, no
analytical solutions are available to check the accuracy of
the code changes. Hence, for every code change made,
the solution was checked to six-figure accuracy for one
cell for one timestep using a hand calculator. A few errors
were found this way and corrected. A representative
solution has a gridding of 16,16,54 cells in the
gunpowder/powder gas, piston plastic and hydrogen-steel
zones, respectively, and runs at a CFL (Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy) number of 0.7. (Note that the outer two
cells in each zone are "ghost" or boundary condition
cells.) About 6000 steps are typically required until the
projectile exits the muzzle. Such a solution requires about
8 minutes of single-processor CPU time on a Cray CM-90
machine. The code is rather inefficient and a full
optimization effort could very likely make significant
reductions in the time required to obtain a solution.
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C. Gun and Conditions Modelled
Figure 1 shows a schematic sketch of one of the
modelling configurations of the Ames 0.5" light gas
gun. The numbers (in centimeters) are either the bore
diameters or the distances from the blind end of the
powder chamber. WG 1-WG4 denote the whisker gauges
used to measure piston velocity. In the calculations, the
diaphragm is treated as a closed end boundary condition
until the pressure at the diaphragm first exceeds the
diaphragm rupture pressure; at that point the diaphragm is
instantly removed. Table 1 shows the 45 shots which
were modelled in this study. The variables listed in the
table are
Shot number
Launch package mass
Powder mass
Piston mass (piston is polyethylene)
Powder type (the numbers are IMR/DuPont powder
types)
Pump tube hydrogen fill pressure
Break valve (diaphragm) rupture pressure
Piston velocity (between whisker gauges 2 and 3)
Projectile muzzle velocity
Pump tube volume (nominal values)
Contraction cone angle (full angles)
The contraction cone is the conical section which joins
the pump tube and the launch tube. There are tour blocks
of data in table 1, separated by horizontal lines. We will
refer to these blocks of data as block 1, block 2, etc. The
shots of block I were made at Ames Research Center in
1966; the shots of the remaining three blocks were made
in 1995 and 1996. The gun configuration shown in
figure 1 is exactly that for the CFD modelling of the first
block of data. For the block 3 and block 4 data, all axial
dimensions to the right of WG1 were reduced by 607.22
and 911.86 cm, respectively. In addition, tbr data in
blocks 2, 3 and 4 with the 8.1 degree cone angle, the axial
dimension at the large end of the cone was shifted to
accommodate this cone angle. Where there are no entries
in table l (e.g., piston and projectile velocities), those data
were not obtained during the shots. About 80% of the
shots shown in table 1 were modelled twice, once with the
ablated (melted) steel incorporated into the hydrogen
working gas and a second time where the ablation of the
steel was fully modelled, but the steel was assumed to
disappear after ablation. This allowed us to isolate the
effect of loading the hydrogen gas with the ablated
steel.
III. Results
The numerical results discussed in sections IIIA, IIIB and
IIID below are, in all cases, from solutions in which the
ablated steel from the bore has been incorporated into the
in-bore working medium. Only in section IIIC below,
where muzzle velocities will be discussed, will we discuss
numerical results from solutions obtained both with and
without incorporation of the ablated steel into the in-bore
working medium.
A. Piston Velocities, Maximum Powder Pressures
Figures 2 and 3 show the comparisons of the experimental
and theoretical piston velocities and maximum powder
pressures for the shots of block 1 in table 1. The estimated
uncertainties for the experimental piston velocities and
maximum powder pressures are +0.2% and +2.5%,
respectively. The piston velocities are those measured and
calculated between whisker gauges 2 and 3 (see fig. 1).
(We will denote whisker gauges 1, 2, etc., by WG1,
WG2, etc., and we will also use the notations U12, U23 ,
etc., lbr the piston velocities measured between WG1 and
WG2, WG2 and WG3, etc.) We note that the powder burn
rate and the piston coefficients of friction have been
"tuned" to reproduce the observed maximum powder
pressure and U23 for one selected shot. This is the shot
19/79 and the data points from this shot are marked with
an asterisk in figures 2 and 3. This tuning is necessary
because (1) in our two-stage guns the powder burns at a
rate very different from that quoted by the manufacturer
and (2) there is no good theory to predict, a priori, good
values for the piston friction coefficients. The "tuning"
process is discussed further in reference 9. Once the
tuning has been done for the single shot selected, the
parameters tuned are left untouched for all other
calculations with the powder in question. Figures 2 and 3
show the very good agreement between the experimental
and theoretical piston velocities and maximum powder
pressures for the wide range of gun operating conditions
in question. In addition to the experimental piston
velocities U23, the velocities UI2 and U34 were also
obtained for data block I. During the tuning of the
powder burn rate and the piston friction coefficients, no
account was taken of these two additional experimental
piston velocities and therefore the comparison of the
experimental and theoretical values of U12 and U34
furnishes another check on the quality of the CFD
solution. For U34, the comparison is as good as or better
than that shown in figure 2. For UI2, the comparison is
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Data
block # Shot #
1 15/75
1 16/76
1 17/77
1 18/78
1 19/79
1 20/80
1 21/81
I 22/82
1 23/83
1 24/84
1 25/85
1 27/87
1 28/88
1 29/89
1 30/90
1 31/91
1 33/93
2 623
2 624
2 625
2 626
3 627
3 628
3 632
3 633
3 637
3 638
3 641
3 645
3 647
4 651
4 653
4 661
4 664
4 669
4 672
4 675
4 676
4 679
4 682
4 683
4 684
4 686
4 687
4 2144
Table 1. Shots modelled on Ames 0.5" gun
Masses Powder P_ssu_s
Launch Powder Piston type Hydrogen Break valve
(gms) (gms) (gms) (bar) (kbar)
0.9473 175 917 4198 2.069 1.380
0.9296 175 917 4198 1.552 1.380
0.9115 175 888 4198 1.035 1.380
0.9239 175 905 4198 0,690 1.380
0.9122 200 900 4198 1.035 1.380
0.9407 200 888 4198 0.690 1.380
0.9475 225 888 4198 1,552 1.380
0.9873 225 888 4198 1.035 1.380
0.8897 200 1115 4198 1.552 1,380
0.9413 225 1115 4198 1.035 1.380
0.9649 250 1115 4198 1.035 1.380
3.0906 150 888 4198 2.069 0.690
3.0851 225 888 4198 2.069 0.690
0.8818 225 888 4198 1.035 0.690
3.1699 225 888 4198 1.035 0.690
0.9190 225 888 4198 1.035 0.690
0.7011 275 888 4198 0.690 1.380
1.406 190 821 4895 2.069 0.290
1.187 195 819 4895 1.655 0.290
1.172 195 821 4895 1.324 0.290
1.27 187 821 4895 2.069 0.290
1.169 195 709 4895 2.173 0.290
1.266 197 707 4895 1.697 0.290
1.1711 175 718 4895 3,394 0.290
1.2484 175 719 4895 2.704 0.290
1.2799 195 720 4895 2.049 0.290
1.2174 195 719 4895 2.049 0.290
1.205 185 719 4895 2.049 0.310
1.439 188 717 4895 2.049 0.310
1.1596 175 717 4895 3.394 0.310
1.2136 175 720 4895 4.056 0.310
1.3073 180 720 4895 4.035 0.310
1.414 178 718 4895 3.980 0.310
1.1636 170 718 4895 3,980 0.310
1.329 175 717 4895 3.083 0.310
1.166 172 716 4895 3.980 0.310
1.2135 175 718 4895 3.359 0.310
1.1663 173 718 4895 3.980 0.310
1.2589 195 717 4895 3.083 0.310
1.1836 173 717 4895 3.897 0.310
1.3996 180 717 4895 3.083 0.310
1.1909 175 712 4895 3.911 0.310
1.3462 195 715 4895 2.601 0.310
1.3563 215 711 4895 3.083 0.310
1.069 219 710 4895 2.601 0.310
Velocities
Piston Pr_ectile
(m/sec) (km/s)
728.4 7.254
747.9 8.291
771.1 9.022
767.4 9.357
818.3 9.174
826.6 9.464
872.0 7.864
880.8 9.418
744.3 8.108
798.5 9.235
844.3 9.147
670.5 4.968
861.0 6.325
877.8 9.150
877.8 6.721
880.8 8.839
981.4
767.8 6.283
793.7 7.041
788.2 7.300
760.1 6.245
815.6 7.820
822.9 8.062
710.5 5.621
740.3 6.495
787.0 7.529
755.6 7.163
754.3 7.312
766.2 6.892
731.5 5.774
680.9 6.706
698.6 6.910
701.6 6.757
664.4 6.855
642.2 7.148
659.3 6.812
656.8 7.145
656.8 6.810
698.6 7.224
687.0 6.983
690.0 7.443
688.8 7.004
664.7 7.439
747.6 8.079
Pump tube Contmction
volume cone angle
(percent) (degrees)
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
100 12.5
I00 12.5
100 8.1
100 8.1
100 8.1
I00 8.1
60 8.1
60 8.1
60 8.1
6O 8.1
60 8.1
60 8.1
60 8.1
60 8.1
60 8.1
40 8.1
4O 8.1
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
40 12.5
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slightly worse than that shown in figure 2, with the scatter
of the data points being about 50% greater than that
shown in figure 2, and the experimental velocities being
about 1.4% higher with respect to the theoretical values
than those shown in figure 2. Nevertheless, the overall
agreement between the experimental and theoretical
piston velocities and maximum powder pressures for the
shots of data block 1 was judged to be very satisfactory.
The comparison between the experimental and theoretical
piston velocities for data block 2 is not shown here, but
the agreement was as good as or better than that for the
shots of data block 1. Figure 4 shows the comparisons of
the experimental and theoretical piston velocities U23 for
the shots of data blocks 3 and 4. The agreement between
the theoretical and experimental values is reasonably
good, but clearly inferior to that shown in figure 2 for
data block 1. The scatter for figure 4 is between twice (for
data block 3) and three times (for data block 4) that
shown in figure 2. To understand the increased scatter in
the piston velocity data for data blocks 3 and 4, we have
investigated powder pressure data taken during
shots 619-687. The most important grouping of powder
pressure data for this study was taken between shots 651
and 684 in data block 4. This group includes 7 shots
which are in data block 4 as well as 16 other shots with
very similar gun operating conditions. The characteristics
of the powder pressure pulses from these 23 shots (i.e.,
maximum pressure versus full duration of the pressure
pulse at half maximum pressure) are plotted in figure 5.
The estimated uncertainty for the durations of the
pressure pulses is +5%. It is very important to notice that,
for all of the shots for which data are shown in figure 5,
the critical gun operating parameters, powder mass, piston
mass and pump tube hydrogen fill pressure vary by only
4.7%, 2% and 5%, respectively. Hence, these 23 shots
were effectively made at nearly the same gun operating
condition. The variation in maximum powder pressure
should be only 5-10%, based on the variation of powder
mass. Instead, the variation of the maximum powder
pressure seen in figure 5 is about 58%. In addition,
figure 5 shows a strong negative correlation between the
maximum powder pressure and the duration of the
pressure pulse defined by the full width at half maximum
pressure. It is speculated that the latest series of piccolo
tube igniters used to ignite the smokeless powder charges
in the Ames 0.5" gun are extremely variable, much more
so than those used previously. (Piccolo tube igniters are
described in ref. 20.) This new series of igniters was used
from shot 619 onwards. After the shots, the igniters were
found to be in highly variable conditions. Some of the
piccolo tubes were found virtually undamaged after use,
others were found to be totally destroyed. Hence, it is
believed that the ignition processes of the main smokeless
powder charges in these shots were likely to have been
highly variable. This is the most likely explanation for the
large variations in the maximum powder pressures (for
nearly identical shots) seen in figure 5. We are presently
searching for a source of higher quality igniters.
We now perform statistical analyses of the variations of
the piston velocities and maximum powder pressures
(wherever data are available) for data blocks 1 to 4. We
define r as the ratio of the experimental value to the
corresponding CFD numerical value, as follows.
U23,ex Pmax.ex
r - or -- (15)
U23,nu Pmax,nu
where
Pmax = maximum powder pressure
ex (subscript) denotes experimental value
nu (subscript) denotes numerical (CFD) value
rbar is the average value of r and three statistical measures
of the variability of r are defined as follows.
Alma x = rmax -- 1 (16)
ZM'mi n = rmi n -- 1 (17)
Zkrrm s = (18)
where
rmax
rmin
"-5-
r-
?
N
= maximum value ofr
= minimum value oft
= mean square value of r
= mean value of r
= number of points in data set
Table 2 shows the resulting statistical values. For the
piston velocities, the data points for data block 1 are
shown in figure 2 and those for data blocks 3 and 4 are
shown in figure 4. (The data points for data block 2 are
not shown.) For the maximum powder pressures, the data
points for block 1 are those shown in figure 3 and those
for selected shots of data block 4 (and other similar shots)
are those shown in figure 5. Pressure data of sufficient
quality for analysis were not available for data blocks 2
and 3. The various zXrvalues for the pressure variations
are 2.2 to 3.1 times greater for data block 4 than for data
block 1. This is in reasonably good agreement with the
corresponding ratios of 3.1 to 3.5 for the corresponding
piston velocity data. Thus, the increased scatter of the
pressure data observed in figure 5 compared to that shown
in figure 3 corresponds roughly to the increased scatter of
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Table 2. Statistics for piston velocities and maximum powder pressures
Data
blocks
Block 1
Block 2
Block 3
Block 4*
Statistics of piston velocities
Arrms Armax Armin rbar
0.0277
0.0061
0.0344
0.0463
-0.0112
-0.0091
-0.0387
-0.0730
0.0101
0.0064
0.0230
0.0356
N
1.0056 16
0.9997 4
1.0031 9
1.0011 13
Statistics of maximum powder pressures
Arrms Armax Armin rbar
0.0457
0.1010
0.0810
0.3505
-0.1072
-0.2340
1.0211
N
14
23
*For the powder pressure data, selected shots in data block 4 and shots with very similar gun operating parameters are included.
the piston velocity data shown in figure 4 compared to
that shown in figure 2. Therefore, we believe that the
increased scatter of the piston velocity data of figure 4
relative to that shown in figure 2 is a direct consequence
of the increased variations in the way in which the
powder is ignited and burns as a consequence of the
variability of the current type of piccolo tube igniter used.
The shots used for the "tuning" of the powder burn rate
and the piston friction coefficients for the 4895 powder
were shots 672 and 676 in data block 4. The data from
these shots are marked in figures 4 and 5. During the
tuning operation, the correct piston velocity (see fig. 4)
and maximum powder pressure (see fig. 5) were obtained,
but the full width of the pressure pulse at half the maxi-
mum pressure was about 11% greater than that measured
experimentally (see fig. 5). It was not possible to tune
three parameters (piston velocity, maximum powder
pressure and width of powder pressure pulse) by varying
only two quantities--powder burn rate and piston friction
coefficients.
We note that it very likely would be possible, in principle,
to reduce the scatter in the piston velocities for data
blocks 3 and 4 (see fig. 4) to the much lower amount of
scatter seen in figure 2 for data block 1 by tuning the
powder burn rates and the piston friction coefficients for
each shot for which data are shown in figure 4. Tuning for
every shot should be able to account for the variation in
the powder burn rates due to the igniter variations referred
to previously. Since it requires 6 to 10 CFD runs to tune
to each different experimental condition, this could
require of the order of 200 CFD tuning runs for the data
shown in figure 4 and this was judged not to be feasible
or worthwhile in the present research effort.
The agreement between the experimental and theoretical
piston velocities and maximum powder pressures shown
in figures 2 and 3 was judged to be very good and
representative of what can be achieved with our CFD
code and consistent ignition of the gunpowder. The
agreement of the experimental and numerical piston
velocities shown in figure 4 was judged to be reasonably
satisfactory, though clearly inferior to that shown in
figure 2, likely due to the increased variations in the
piccolo tube igniters discussed above.
B. Gun Erosion
Erosion in the hydrogen/steel zone- Before discussing
the comparison of the experimental and numerical gun
erosion values, one must be aware of the difficulties
inherent in making the experimental gun erosion
measurements. These measurements involve inserting a
telescoping gauge into the eroded gun barrel to the
desired depth, positioning it parallel to the gun axis and at
the maximum diameter, locking it, withdrawing it and
then measuring the distance between the heads of the
gauge with a micrometer. Typically, the diameter increase
between shots is very small, of the order of 0.0025 cm,
and is the difference between two measurements. Also,
even if any actual given measurement were perfect, the
eroded barrel shapes are highly irregular and a large
number of different measurements could easily be
obtained due to slight changes in the depth and the angle
of the heads of the gauge. In short, the scatter of the barrel
erosion measurements is often found to be rather large.
The problem is obviously the worst for erosion measure-
ments for a single shot. If a number of shots are made in
succession at identical or nearly identical gun operating
conditions, the total erosion can be measured with a much
lower percentage error than for a single shot; the average
erosion per shot is found by dividing by the total number
of shots.
We note that no tuning whatsoever has been done on the
method used to calculate the gun erosion. The only tuning
performed in the present analysis is that described in
section IIIA regarding the gunpowder burn rate and the
piston coefficients of friction.
For the block 1 data (table 1), the original measurements
of the barrel diameter have been lost, but the launch
package diameters are available and are observed to
increase steadily as the barrel erodes. From these
projectile diameters, we were able to calculate the gun
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erosionfor12oftheblock1shotshownintable1.
Theprojectileisplacedinthebarrelatapproximately
4calibersdepthbeyondthebreakvalve;hence,wewill
comparetheexperimentalerosionvalueswiththose
predictedbytheCFD calculations at this location. The
comparison of these experimental and numerical gun
erosion values is shown in figure 6. (The estimated
uncertainties for the experimental erosion values are
+0.002 calibers/shot, as shown in the figure.) The trend
line of the experimental measurements is within 10-20%
of the predicted value. Eight of the twelve individual
experimental values are within +40% of the predicted
values and all but one of the experimental values are
within a factor of 2 of the predicted values. Given that
these are erosion values for single shots subject to the
considerable uncertainties shown for the reasons
described above, we consider this agreement very
satisfactory.
For the leftmost data point, note that the numerical
erosion value is actually within the uncertainty band of
the experimental value, which is +0.002 calibers/shot. It is
also important to realize that, for the erosion model
developed herein, if the barrel wall temperature does not
exceed the melting point, the barrel erosion will be
exactly zero. In reference 21 and the references quoted
therein, it is pointed out that solid barrel material can be
removed due to erosion mechanisms other than melting.
Hence, the experimental erosion value for this data point
could really be as high as 0.002 calibers and be due to
mechanisms not modelled in the present CFD code. It
does appear, however, that the postulated melting mecha-
nism for the bore erosion gives, overall, reasonably good
predictions of the experimental erosion values shown in
figure 6.
In data block 3, four shots (shots 635-638) were taken
with nearly identical gun operating conditions. For each
of these four shots, barrel diameters were measured at
four different depths into the barrel. From these data, we
obtained the average erosion values (per shot) at the four
different depths into the barrel. Greater accuracy would
be expected for these experimental gun erosion values
than for those values based on single shots (such as those
shown in figure 6). Figure 7 shows the resulting compari-
son between experimental and numerical gun erosion
values. (The error bars show the estimated uncertainties
of +0.0004 calibers/shot in the experimental erosion
measurements.) The abscissa in the figure is the depth
into the barrel, in calibers, from the diaphragm station
(see fig. 1). The numerical gun erosion values are those
calculated for shot 637, which are essentially identical to
those calculated for shot 638. The agreement is excellent.
All of the experimental values are within 20% of the
numerical values. The numerical erosion values fall
within the uncertainty bands of the experimental data.
None of the erosion data shown in figures 6 or 7 was
taken deeper than about 16 calibers into the barrel. A new
barrel was installed in the gun just before shot 650 and
was used for all shots until shot 687, plus two additional
shots, shots 2143 and 2144. Thus, this barrel, at the end of
its life, had been subject to the total erosion for these
40 shots. The shots on this barrel included the 15 shots of
data block 4 in table 1, plus 25 other shots at gun
operating conditions very similar to selected shots in data
block 4. This barrel was then removed and cut up into
eight sections, allowing measurements to be made
throughout the barrel. These measurements are shown as
the solid line in figure 8, Note that near the barrel cuts at
-120, -155 and -215 calibers the barrel diameter curve
shows what appears to be irregularities in shape. It is
believed that these are not, in fact, real irregularities in the
shape of the barrel, but rather reflect the errors inherent in
measuring the barrel diameter. From these apparent varia-
tions in barrel diameter, the errors in the barrel diameter
measurements are estimated to be +0.0006 calibers. From
the CFD simulations made for the 15 shots of data
block 4, it was determined that only 8 shots would
produce any erosion. These are shots 669, 675, 679, 683,
685,686, 687 and 2144. For all other shots, the barrel
wall temperature at all points between the diaphragm and
the muzzle always remains below the melting point, and
hence, no erosion is predicted. The erosion values for
these eight shots were added together and used to
calculate the numerically determined barrel diameter
curve shown in figure 8.
To obtain the experimental barrel diameter curve in
figure 8, it was necessary to make an estimate of the
amount of material removed during the barrel honing
operations. In a series of 40 shots made on a single barrel,
the barrel must be honed a number of times to keep it
sufficiently smooth that good launches can be obtained.
Thus, during the series, barrel material is lost due to true
erosion during the shots and, also, due to honing. We
have no way of directly determining the amount of
material removed during honing. An estimate can be
made, however, as follows. It is seen from figure 8 that
the experimental barrel diameter between 130 and
220 calibers into the barrel is essentially constant, within
the accuracy of the barrel measurements. Also, in this
depth range, the numerically predicted barrel erosion is
seen to be essentially zero. However, material has been
removed in this region due to honing. To generate the
experimental barrel diameter curve shown in figure 8, the
amount of material removed by honing in the range of
130-220 calibers into the barrel has been assumed to
apply throughout the barrel. This technique cannot, of
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course,provideanyinformationonpossiblevariationsof
theamountofmaterialremovedbyhoningwithaxial
position.
Theapparentbarrelerosionearthemuzzlewasjudged
tomostlikelybeanartifactofthehoning,asfollows.
SeveralofthemosterosiveCFDsolutionswereallowed
torunconsiderablyeyondtheumeatwhichtheprojec-
tileexitsthemuzzle.Innocaseswasthebarrelwall
temperatureintheregionnearthemuzzlepredictedtorise
anywherenearthemeltingpoint.Hence,thenumerical
erosionpredictionsintheregionearthemuzzlewould
alwaysbezero.Webelievethattheapparenterosionear
themuzzleismostlikelyduetoanincreasedamountof
materialremovedthereduringhoning.Nearthemuzzle
andthediaphragmendsofthebarrel,thehonecantilt
moreseverelythaninthecentralregionsofthebarrel.
Further,it islikelythatthehonespendsmoretimenear
thetwoendsofthebarrelthaninthecentralregionsof
thebarrel.Thiseffectcouldalsoberesponsibleforthe
relativelyhighapparentexperimentalb rrelerosionseen
infigure8forthefirst15calibers(and,inparticular,for
thefirst4calibers)ofdepthintothebarrel.
Fordepthsintothebarrelbetween5and50calibers,we
seethatheexperimentalv luesarewithinafactorof2
ofthenumericalpredictions.Fordepthsfrom50to
100calibersintothebarrel,theCFDresultsoverpredict
theerosionbyfactorsincreasingfrom-2 at50calibers
depthto3-4at100calibersdepthThisdifferenceisnot
explainablebyanyreasonablevariationi theamountof
materialremovedbyhoning,andverylikelyrepresentsa
truedeficiencyinthecurrentmodellingtechniques.For
example,if materialmeltedoffthebarrelwall,say,at
0-15calibersintothebarrelisredepositedonthewallin
theregion50-100calibersintothebarrel,thiswould
reducetheactualerosioni thelatteregiontobelowthat
whichcouldbepredictedbythecurrenttheory.Thisis,of
course,theeffectseeninthisregioninfigure8.(The
currenttheory,asnotedearlier,cannotmodelredeposltion
ofsteelfromthehydrogen-steelmixturebackontothe
barrelbore.)
Overall,webelievetheagreementshowninfigures6-8
betweentheexperimentalandnumericalerosionvaluesi
reasonablygood,consideringthecomplexityofthe
processesmodelledandthefacthatheerosioncalcula-
tionswerenottunedinanyway.Furthersupportforthe
erosionmodellingwillbeprovidedinthecomparisonsof
theexperimentalandnumericalmuzzlevelocitiestobe
madeinsectionIIIC.
Erosionin theplastic(piston)zone-Returningto
figure8,wenotethatthereisazoneoferosioni the
contractioncone,betweendistancesof-20and0calibers
"'depthintothebarrel."Thisisnotduetoerosionbythe
hydrogen-steelmixturebut,rather,bythepistonfriction
againstthewallofthecontractionconeand,possibly,by
thedirectretreatofthesteelwallduetotheveryhigh
pressuresinthecontractioncone(seesec.IIIC).Inthis
section,wewillmakeacomparisonfexperimentaland
numericalvaluesforerosionofoneofthecontraction
conesectionsbythepiston.(Wewillmakenoattemptto
calculatehedirectretreatofthecontractionconewall
duetothehighpressures.)Weconsiderthecontraction
conesectionlistedintable1withthe8.1degreeangle.
Forthiscontractionconesection,wemadeaplasticast
oftheconicalsectionbore,removedit andmeasuredits
diametersatanumberofdifferentaxialocations.By
comparingthesediameterswiththosegivenonthe
originalmachinist'sdrawingofthecontractioncone
section,wedeterminedthetotalwallretreatforthe
sectionatanumberofdifferentaxialocations.
Thecontractionconesareusedformuchlongertime
periodsthanthebarrels.In tact, for the entire life of the
Ames 0.5" gun, back to 1964, it appears that only two
contraction cones have been used, one with a nominal
angle of 12.5 degrees and the other with an angle of
8.1 degrees. About 460 shots on the 0.5" gun are logged
in the Ames log books. For some of the shots, the
contracti on cone used is identified; for others, it is not.
We considered all shots where we know that the contrac-
tion cone in question was used and (for want of better
information) one-half of the shots for which the contrac-
tion cone section is not identified. All of the shots except
for 33 were done with the full (100%) pump tube volume.
The 33 shots made with 60% and 40% pump tube vol-
umes are those shown in table 1 in data blocks 3 and 4
and other shots made under very similar conditions. In
reference 22, experimental erosion data at 4 calibers depth
into the barrel is given for the Ames 0.5" gun for gun
configurations with 100%, 60% and 40% pump tube
volume. The erosion for 60% pump tube volume is
roughly half that for 100% pump tube volume. The
erosion for 40% pump tube volume is 4-10 times less
than that for 100% pump tube volume. Based on these
numbers, we have ignored the erosion in the contraction
cone for the shots with 40% pump tube volume and
considered the erosion for the shots made with 60% pump
tube volume to be equivalent to the erosion of half that
number of shots at full pump tube volume.
Most of the shots on the 8.1 degree contraction cone
section were made with the full pump tube volume, piston
masses of about 900 g and hydrogen fill pressures of
2.07 bar. A wide range of powder masses, from 60 to
275 g, was used. A number of CFD runs for these
conditions with various powder masses were made. A
diaphragm rupture pressure of 690 bar and a projectile
mass of 1.27 g, which are representative for a large
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number of the tests in question, were used in these
calculations. It was found that the piston produced no
contraction cone erosion for powder masses of 140 g or
less. Hence, to estimate the numerically determined
contraction cone erosion, we limited ourselves to the
estimated 118 shots made with powder masses greater
than 140 g. The average powder mass for these shots was
195 g. Hence, we calculate the contraction cone erosion
for a shot with the full pump tube volume, a piston mass
of 900 g, a projectile mass of 1.27 g, a diaphragm rupture
pressure of 690 bar, a hydrogen fill pressure of 2.07 bar
and a powder mass of 195 g. The contraction cone wall
retreat calculated this way (for a single shot) is then
compared with the experimental value deduced from the
diameter measurements of the eroded contraction cone
section. The total wall retreat measured experimentally is
divided by our estimated number of erosive shots (118) to
provide an experimental value of the average wall retreat
per shot.
The comparison of the experimental and numerically
determined wall retreat for the 8.1 degree contraction
cone is shown in figure 9. The format of figure 9 differs
from that of figures 6-8 in that calibers are not used since
we are dealing with a conical section. Rather, the absolute
wall retreat in centimeters is used for the ordinate. Stating
the uncertainties in the experimental erosion values of
figure 9 requires some care. If the assumed number of
shots on the contraction cone section was exactly correct,
the only uncertainty in the experimental erosion values
would be due to the measurement error, which is esti-
mated to be +0.00002 cm, or about the size of the
symbols. On the other hand, if the assumed number of
shots on the contraction cone section was in error by, say,
30%, the experimental erosion values of figure 9 would
also be in error by this percentage. It seems probable that
the uncertainties in the experimental erosion values in
figure 9 due to the uncertainty in the number of shots on
the contraction cone are less than 30%, but this is not
certain.
In figure 9, the abscissa is the distance from the blind end
of the powder chamber (see fig. 1). The locations of the
start of the contraction cone and the diaphragm are
marked in the figure. Two aspects of figure 9 show rather
good agreement between the experimental and numerical
results: these are the maximum amount of wall retreat and
the axial location of the start of wall retreat. Wall retreat
is predicted and observed experimentally to start near the
beginning of the contraction cone. This might be
expected, since at this point the bearing pressure on the
piston surface will increase rather abruptly, due to
jamming into the conical section.
The obvious difference between the experimental and
numerical results shown in figure 9 is that the numerically
predicted erosion drops to zero at ~1617 cm and remains
zero until 1634 cm, whereas the experimentally observed
erosion actually peaks between 1617 and 1635 cm. This
disagreement is almost certainly due to the deep hollow
cone machined into the front of the plastic piston (see,
e.g., ref. 9), which cannot be modelled by our quasi-one-
dimensional CFD code. For the numerically predicted
erosion curve shown in figure 9, the front of the (one-
dimensional) cone comes to a halt at ~ 1617 cm and, thus,
cannot produce erosion farther down the contraction cone
section. Because the hydrogen gas velocities are much
lower in the contraction cone than in the barrel, the
convective heat transfer from the hydrogen gas is
correspondingly lower, and the hydrogen gas does not
begin to produce erosion in the contraction cone until
very close to the diaphragm location at 1636 cm. Thus,
the numerically predicted erosion remains zero between
1617 and 1634 cm. On the other hand, the experimental
reality is that the hollow cone in the piston collapses as
the piston enters the contraction cone section, which
allows the most forward parts of the piston plastic to
project much farther into the contraction cone than the
1617 cm numerically predicted limit seen in figure 8. For
some of the higher energy shots, the piston plastic ends up
nearly filling the contraction cone section and even, in
extreme cases, extends well into the launch tube.
The basic mechanism and magnitude of the erosion of the
contraction cone by the piston appears to be reasonably
well predicted by the present model. Yet, there are
appreciable differences in the axial distribution of the
contraction section erosion due to the inability of the
present quasi-one-dimensional formulation to model the
strongly two-dimensional flow at the forward end of the
deforming piston.
C. Muzzle Velocity
General-Figures 10-13 show plots of experimental
versus numerically predicted muzzle velocity values for
the four data blocks of table 1. The uncertainties in the
experimental muzzle velocities are estimated to be +0.3%.
Most of the experimental muzzle velocities have been
plotted versus two different numerically predicted (CFD)
muzzle velocities. For the circle data points, the
theoretical muzzle velocity was calculated with the
complete CFD solution, allowing for the loading of the
hydrogen gas with the steel ablated from the barrel wall.
For the cross data points, the CFD solution has the full
frictional and heat transfer losses from the hydrogen to
the barrel wall, including the heat losses necessary to
ablate the steel from the wall. However, the steel, after
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beingablated(melted)offthewall,wasassumedto
disappear.Thus,thedifferencebetweenthecircleandthe
crossdatapointsrepresentstheeffectoftheloadingdown
ofthehydrogenbythesteelablatedfromthebarrelwall.
Foratotalofsevenlowvelocitydatapointsindata
blocks3and4,nocalculationsweremadewithout
hydrogenloading,becauseit wasjudgedthat,forthese
points,therewouldbenobarrelerosion.Fortwovery
highvelocityshots(oneineachofdatablocks1and4),
therearenoactualexperimentalmuzzlevelocitydata,due
toeitherprojectilebreakuporinstrumentationfailure.For
thesecasesthe"experimentalmuzzlevelocity"shownin
thefigurewasestimatedbyscalingfromthenextlower
velocitydatapointorgroupofdatapoints.Ineachofthe
fourplots,theheavysolidlineisthelineofperfect
agreementbetweenexperimentandtheory.Notethathe
rangesofthecoordinatesforfigures10-13varyfrom
figuretofigure.
Thecomparisonsmadeinfigures10-13coveravery
widerangeofgunoperatingparameters,a listedbelow.
Powdermasses:150-275g
Powdertypes:IMR/DuPont4198,4895
Pistonmasses:710-1115g
Projectilemasses:0.88-3.17g
Hydrogenloadpressures:0.69-4.06bar
Diaphragmrupturepressures:0.29-1.38kbar
Pumptubevolumes:100%,60%and40%ofinitial
benchmarkvalue
Experimentalprojectilemuzzlevelocities:
4.97-9.46km/sec
Overthiswiderangeofgunoperatingparameters,the
agreementbetweentheexperimentalmuzzlevelocities
andthenumericallypredictedvelocitiescalculated
includingloadingofthehydrogenbytheablatedsteel
wasverygood.Overall,abouttwo-thirdsofthemuzzle
velocitiesagreedwithin0.5km/secandtheworst
disagreementswereabout0.7km/sec.Forthedataof
blocks2-4,projectiles(typicallyspheres)werelaunched
withfour-piecesabots.Thefour-piecesabotsaremore
subjecttodrivegasblow-byandaconsequentlossof
muzzlevelocity.(Reference23givesevidenceofmuzzle
velocityshortfallsfortheAmes0.28"gunof0.3km/sec
upto0.8-1.0km/sec--thelatterforpoorlymadeprojec-
tiles.)Theshotsofdatablock1weremadewithsolid
polycarbonateslugs,whicharelessubjecttoblow-by.
Forthisdatablock,theagreementof hemuzzle
velocitiesi evenbetter,withtwo-thirdsofthemuzzle
velocitiesagreeingwithin0.35km/sec,theremaining
one-thirdofthedatapointshavingdisagreementsup o
0.5km/secandasingledatapointhavinganerrorof
0.7km/sec.
PreviousmodellingoftheAmes0.5"gun(ref.8)had
beenperformedusinganearlierversionofthepresent
codewhichdidnotallowforloadingofthehydrogengas
withtheablatedbarrelmaterial.Usingthatversionofthe
code,amuzzlevelocitywasobtainedwithoutloadingof
thehydrogen.Then,fromthemeasuredincreaseinbarrel
diameter,anestimatewasmadeoftheamountoferosion
fortheshotinquestion.Finally,aheuristicorrectionwas
appliedtoreducethecalculatedmuzzlevelocitytoallow
forloadingofthehydrogen.Thispastprocedure,
althoughbetterthanapplyingnocorrectionatallfor
hydrogenloading,hadanumberofsubstantiallimitations.
First,it wasbasedonaveryrestricteddatabase five
shotsontheAmes 0.5" gun. Second, it required an actual
measurement of the erosion for the shot in question to be
made, thus it did not permit true a priori predictions to be
made. Third, the muzzle velocity errors were considerably
larger than those of the present technique. For the four
high velocity shots of figure 11 of reference 8, the errors
were 0.8, 0.6, 0.95 and 0.8 km/sec. The current procedure,
in which a direct calculation is made of the barrel erosion
and the loading of the hydrogen gas with ablated barrel
material, is much superior in all respects. It should be
applicable to any size gun, makes a priori predictions and
has yielded considerably more accurate predictions of
muzzle velocity. It has yielded excellent muzzle velocity
predictions even for the very severe gun operating
conditions producing the experimental muzzle velocities
of 8.0-9.5 km/sec shown in table 1 and figures 10-13.
If we look at the differences between the experimental
muzzle velocities and the numerically predicted muzzle
velocities calculated without loading of the hydrogen
(cross data points in figs. 10-13), there are large disagree-
ments at the higher velocities. In data blocks 2-4, there
are disageements of i km/sec at experimental muzzle
velocities of 6.9-7.2 km/sec, increasing up to nearly
2 km/sec at the highest experimental muzzle velocities for
each data block. For data block 1, the maximum dis-
agreements are even larger, reaching 3-4 km/sec at
experimental muzzle velocities of 9.0-9.5 km/sec.
Clearly, the higher muzzle velocities cannot be properly
predicted without taking into account the loading of the
hydrogen by the ablated barrel wall material.
Except for the three data points tbr the heavy (-3 g)
projectiles in data block 1, it is clear that for each of
figures 10-13, there is reasonably well-defined muzzle
velocity at which the loading of the hydrogen with ablated
barrel material starts rather abruptly. Below this muzzle
velocity, little or no barrel ablation/erosion is predicted.
We will now proceed to study this effect further and, also,
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toinvestigatetheeffectofpumpvolumeontheablation
ofbarrelwallmaterial.Wefirstconsiderachshotfrom
table1,where,fromfigures10-13,therearetwo
numericallypredictedmuzzlevelocities,onewithout
hydrogenloadingandonewithhydrogenloading;we
thenformtheratioofthesetwovelocities.(Wewill
denotethisratioofvelocitiesbyRw)Thisprovidesa
measureoftheamountofhydrogenloadingwithablated
barrelwallmaterialforeachshotinpoint.If Rvisunity,
thereisnoloadingofthehydrogen.(NotethatRvisnot
linearintheamountofhydrogenloading.)Wewillthen
plotRvversustheexperimentalnormalizedmuzzle
velocity.Thenormalizedmuzzlevelocityisusedto
attempttoremovetheeffectofvariationofprojectile
massfortheshotsoftablei andfigures10-13.Wedefine
thenormalizedmuzzlevelocity,Um,n,asfollows.
Um,n=Um,t(mproj/ 1,27) "5 (19)
where
Um,t
mproj
= true muzzle velocity
= projectile mass
urn. n is normalized, on an energy basis, to a projectile
mass of 1.27 g, which is a representative mean value for
most of the shots of table 1 and figures 10-13. The
normalization of the muzzle velocity is only a rough
method to account for the variation of projectile mass.
The method works reasonably well for projectile masses
in table 1 between 0.70 and 1.44 g. It did not work well
tbr the three shots in data block 1 with the very heavy
(-3 g) projectiles. Hence, we will omit these three shots
in the comparisons we are about to make.
Figure 14 shows a plot of R v versus the normalized
experimental muzzle velocity. The data for data blocks 1
and 2, with 100% pump tube volume, were found to
collapse very well together and are considered as a single
data grouping in the figure (cross data points). The data
for data blocks 3 and 4 with, respectively, 60% and 40%
pump tube volume, are shown in the figure by the circle
and square data points. Trend lines, which are simple
linear fits, are shown for each of the three data groupings.
For each data grouping, there is a considerable amount of
variation around the trend line. This is very likely because
each muzzle velocity (for a given pump tube volume) can
be achieved using many different combinations of powder
mass, hydrogen fill pressure and diaphragm rupture
pressure. Different combinations of gun operating
parameters will produce different amounts of hydrogen
loading. Nevertheless, figure 14 shows a well-defined
trend for a reduction in hydrogen loading (and, hence,
wall ablation/erosion) as the pump tube volume is
reduced from 100% to 60% to 40%. For each pump tube
volume, the one or two data points in figure 14 at the
lowest normalized muzzle velocities show essentially no
hydrogen loading (Rv < 1.01). From these data points, we
can estimate the normalized muzzle velocity at the onset
of hydrogen loading for the three different pump tube
volumes. These velocities are 6.25, 6.45 and 6.70 km/sec
for pump tube volumes of 100%, 60% and 40%, respec-
tively, showing the advantage of reduced pump tube
volume.
As a more specific example of the strong reduction of
hydrogen loading with decreased pump tube volume, we
consider normalized muzzle velocities between 7.5 and
8.0 km/sec. From figure 14, we see that, in this muzzle
velocity range, Rv decreases from 1.31-1.42 at 100%
pump tube volume to t.18-1.25 at 60% pump tube
volume to 1.15-1.22 at 40% pump tube volume.
Reference 24 shows experimentally observed reductions
in gun erosion with decreasing pump tube volume tbr the
Ames 0.5" gun for the same normalized muzzle velocity
range. Thegreat reduction in gun erosion seen in
reference 24 as the pump tube volume is decreased from
100% to 60% to 40% corresponds well with the trends in
Rv versus pump tube volume shown in figure 14.
To obtain normalized muzzle velocities of
7.5-8.0 km/sec, the gun must be driven much harder in
the 100% pump tube volume configuration than in the
40% pump tube volume configuration, due to the much
more severe weighing down of the hydrogen working gas
with ablated wall material. To study this further, for each
one of the shots represented in figure 14, we have taken
the calculated maximum pressures in the contraction cone
and at the projectile base and plotted them against the
experimental normalized muzzle velocity. These results
are shown in figures 15 and 16. For themaximum
pressures in the contraction cone (fig. 15), the results for
data blocks I and 2 again collapsed together very well
and are shown as one data grouping in the figure. For the
maximum pressure at the projectile base (fig. 16), the
results for data blocks 1 and 2 did not collapse together
and, hence, all four data blocks are shown separately in
the figure. Again, for all data groupings in figures 15 and
16, simple linear trend lines have been fit. In figure 15,
due to the data scatter, little difference can be seen
between the results for 60% and 40% pump tube volume.
However, it is clear that the maximum pressures in the
contraction cone for the 100% pump tube volume range
from 1.5 to 1.6 times those for the smaller pump volumes
for the lower muzzle velocities up to 1.8 to 1.9 times
those for the smaller pump volumes for the higher muzzle
velocities. For the 7.5-8.0 km/sec normalized muzzle
velocity range, for the 100% pump tube volume
configuration, maximum contraction cone pressures of
24,000-31,000 bar are required, whereas for the lower
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pump tube volume configurations, these pressures are
reduced to 13,000-16,500 bar. This gives another
indication that the gun must be driven considerably harder
in the 100% pump tube volume configuration than in the
40% or 60% pump tube volume configurations to achieve
the same muzzle velocities. For the maximum pressures at
the projectile base (fig. 16), the differences between the
results for the different pump tube volumes are consid-
erably smaller, the maximum pressures generally being
about 500 bar higher for the 100% pump tube volume
configuration than for the configurations with lower pump
tube volumes. This means that the projectile will undergo
maximum base pressures 10-20% higher with the larger
pump tube volume. Part of the reduction in the maximum
base pressures on switching from data block 1 (100%
pump tube volume) to data blocks 3 and 4 may, however,
be due to the reduction in the diaphragm rupture pressure
from 0.69-1.38 to 0.29-0.31 kbar (see table 1). This is
illustrated by the fact that the maximum projectile base
pressures are about 500 bar lower for data block 2 at
100% pump tube volume and 0.29 kbar diaphragm
rupture pressure than for data block 1 at 100% pump tube
volume and 0.69-1.38 kbar diaphragm rupture pressure.
Summing up, it is clear that the gun must be driven much
harder in the 100% pump tube volume configuration than
in the 40% pump tube volume configuration to achieve
high muzzle velocities. This is clear from the much higher
hydrogen loading, gun erosion and maximum contraction
cone pressures which occur for the larger pump tube
volume configuration. In addition, there are also some-
what (10-20%) higher maximum projectile base pressures
for the 100% pump tube volume configuration.
It is possible that further reductions in hydrogen loading,
gun erosion, and maximum pressures in the contraction
cone and at the projectile base (for one and the same
normalized muzzle velocity) could be obtained by further
reductions of pump tube volume. To date, this has not
been tested at Ames, either numerically or experi-
mentally. The reduction in pump tube volume cannot be
continued indefinitely to produce improved gun per-
formance, since, eventually, there will be insufficient
compression to heat the hydrogen sufficiently to achieve
the sound speeds needed for high velocity launches. From
the work presented here, the optimum pump tube volume
for the Ames 0.5" gun is no greater than 40% of the
original value and could even be less than this value.
Maximum muzzle velocities- In 1970, reference 25
published a plot of muzzle velocities versus normalized
launch mass [= (launch mass)/(barrel diameter) 3] for a
large number of launchers in a number of different
research establishments. In this same plot, a limiting
curve of muzzle velocity versus normalized launch mass
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is shown. We will focus on the high velocity portion
of this curve, between launch velocities of 7 and
11.5 km/sec. Although this limiting curve was published
nearly 30 years ago, it has proven very difficult to surpass
using a reusable launcher launching controlled-shape
projectiles. Based on the discussion in the previous
subsection, it seems that a major factor creating this
limiting line (where it is shown in ref. 25) is the loading
down of the hydrogen working gas with the ablated barrel
wall material. The fastest experimental muzzle velocity
shown in figure 10 is still about 1 km/sec below the
limiting line of reference 25. The extremely high velocity
shot shown in figure 10 (where the projectile did not
survive the launch and the experimental muzzle velocity
is therefore only an estimate) approaches the limiting line.
To study this further, we have taken muzzle velocity and
maximum pressure data from figures 10-13, 15 and 16.
For each data block, we have considered two shots. First,
we have considered the highest muzzle velocity shot for
which hydrogen loading was predicted to be very minor.
The second shot for each data block was the maximum
velocity shot for which actual muzzle velocity data were
obtained. For these maximum velocity shots, loading of
the hydrogen was always predicted to be very substantial.
For each one of these pairs of shots, we have noted in
table 3 the two experimental muzzle velocities (Uexp) and
the difference between them (Auexp), and the numerically
predicted muzzle velocities without loading of the
hydrogen (Unu,nh) and the difference between them
(AUnu,nh). Also shown in the table are the calculated
maximum pressures in the contraction cone (Pmax,cc) and
at the projectile base (Pmax,pb) for the shots with loading
of the hydrogen gas with ablated barrel wall material. We
will concentrate on data block 1 because it contains the
highest muzzle velocities. The striking point about the
velocities shown in table 3 for data block 1 is the very
large (5.44 km/sec) increase in muzzle velocity predicted
as one changes from the low H 2 loading condition to the
high H 2 loading condition if the loading of the hydrogen
is ignored. For the high H 2 loading condition, a muzzle
velocity of ~ 13 km/sec is predicted. Note also the very
large increases in maximum contraction cone and
projectile base pressures predicted as one moves from the
low H 2 loading condition to the high H 2 loading condi-
tion. The former increases from 6,600 to 30,000 bar and
the latter from 2,000 to 5,000 bar. (These numbers are
calculated for the shots with loading of the hydrogen.)
Thus, the high H 2 loading condition is much more violent
than the low H 2 loading condition. In spite of this, the
muzzle velocity increase actually achieved (2.21 km/sec)
is very much smaller than that predicted when the loading
of the hydrogen is ignored (5.44 km/sec). Similar results
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Data block #
Unu,nh (km/sec)
Unu,nh (km/sec)
AUnu,nh (km/sec)
Uexp (km/sec)
Uexp (krn/sec)
AUexp (km/sec)
Pmax,cc (bar)
Pmax,cc (bar)
Pmax,pb (bar)
Pmax,pb (bar)
Table 3. Data for very high muzzle velocity shots
1 2
Low H 2 loading
High H 2 loading
Low H 2 loading
High H 2 loading
Low H 2 loading
High H 2 loading
Low H 2 loading
High H 2 loading
7.49
12.94
5.44
7.25
9.46
2.21
6,580
30,340
2,050
5,050
6.71
9.29
2.58
6.25
7.30
1.05
6,530
13,010
1,160
2,260
7.31
9,84
2.53
6.50
8.06
1.56
6,490
17,430
1,450
3,390
7.64
10.01
2.37
7.00
8.08
1.08
7,420
17,610
1,570
3,700
at somewhat lower maximum muzzle velocities were
noted in data blocks 2-4. In these cases, the muzzle
velocity increases actually achieved (1.05-1.56 krn/sec)
were also much smaller than those predicted when the
loading of the hydrogen is ignored (2.37-2.58 km/sec).
Thus, loading of the hydrogen with the ablated wall
material appears to be very effective in limiting the
maximum attainable muzzle velocities and likely
explains, at least in part, why it is very difficult to surpass
the limit curve of reference 25 using reusable launchers
launching controlled-shape projectiles.
D. CFD Snapshots
To understand, in a little more depth, the loading of the
hydrogen with the ablated barrel wall material, we have
taken CFD snapshots within the barrel of the progress of
the solution of one of the more erosive shots. We have
chosen shot 687, the most erosive shot of data block 4 for
which actual muzzle velocity was obtained. Profiles of
hydrogen mass fraction, density and pressure are plotted
at nine different times. These are shown in figures 17-19.
The location of the (ruptured) diaphragm is indicated in
the figures and the muzzle is located off the figures to the
right at 1107.58 cm. For each time shown, the projectile
base is located at the right end of the curve. This location
is somewhat obscure for the earlier times in figure 17 due
to overlapping of the curves, but is more apparent in
figures 18 and 19.
In figure 17, we see that a large amount of the loading of
the hydrogen with ablated wall material takes place
between the first and the last time step shown. We note
that the maximum hydrogen loading tbr this shot is very
large. For the heaviest hydrogen loading for the last
timestep shown, the working fluid is 75% steel and only
25% hydrogen. Even heavier maximum hydrogen load-
ings would be expected for the most erosive shots in data
block 1. In figure 18, we can see the large "humps" in
density due to the loading of the hydrogen with steel,
particularly for the last five timesteps shown. If we
consider the last timestep shown, the total mass of the
working medium between the diaphragm and the projec-
tile can be estimated to be -9 gm. If we draw a line
excluding the steel "hump" from this curve, we can
estimate that about 40% of the mass of the working
medium, or -3.6 gm, is ablated steel from the barrel. This
mass of ablated steel is very significant when compared to
the projectile mass of 1.36 gm. A great deal of the energy
in the hydrogen gas must go into accelerating the ablated
steel; this same portion of the hydrogen energy is there-
tore unavailable to accelerate the projectile. Figure 19,
particularly for the last five timesteps, shows the severe
drop in the driving pressure as one traverses the working
medium region with the heavy loading with ablated steel.
The pressure gradients in these regions are used to
accelerate (largely) the ablated steel and result in a large
drop in the pressure available at the projectile base.
During the last five timesteps, the projectile base pressure
drops from 2000 to 270 bar as the projectile moves from
818 to 1009 cm. As the projectile moves from 818 to
892 cm, it accelerates from 6.02 to 7.18 km/sec; after
traversing another 117 cm, it has gained only another
0.3 km/sec, due to the precipitous drop in base pressure. It
is recognized that, in this portion of the launch cycle of a
gun, there is a rather rapid drop in projectile base pressure
even in the absence of ablation of barrel material and the
consequent loading up of the hydrogen with same. How-
ever, this pressure drop is very much increased when the
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hydrogenisloadedupwithablatedbarrelwallmaterial.
IntheCFDmodellingofshot687,thecalculatedmuzzle
velocitywas10.01km/secwithnohydrogenloading;this
wasreducedto8.20km/secwhenhydrogenloadingwas
takenintoaccount.Thus,alossofmuzzlevelocityof
-1.8km/secwaspredictedduetohydrogenloading.The
experimentalmuzzlevelocitywas8.08km/sec,ingood
agreementwiththeCFDvaluewhenhydrogenloadingis
takenintoaccount.
IV. Summary and Conclusions
A well-validated quasi-one-dimensional CFD code tbr the
analysis of the internal ballistics of two-stage light gas
guns was modified to explicitly calculate the ablation of
steel from the gun bore and the incorporation of the
ablated wall material into the hydrogen working gas. The
modifications were the construction of an equation-of-
state for the hydrogen-steel mixture, the heat conduction
analysis in the steel, the calculation of the heat flux from
the in-bore media to the wall and the coupling of the
solutions in the steel and the in-bore media.
The modified code was used to model 45 shots made with
the NASA Ames 0.5" light gas gun under an extremely
wide variety of gun configurations and operating
conditions. The 45 shots were divided into four data
blocks: for the first two data blocks, the pump tube
volume was the original standard value, and for data
blocks 3 and 4, the pump tube volume was reduced to
-60% and -40% of the original value, respectively.
Agreement between the experimental and numerically
predicted piston velocities was excellent for data blocks I
and 2. The experimental values ranged from about 1%
below to about 3% above the predictions. For the same
shots, the agreement of the maximum powder pressures
was very good. The experimental values ranged from
11% below to 8% above the predictions. The agreement
for the piston velocities for data blocks 3 and 4 was
reasonably good, but showed more variation than the
piston velocities for data blocks i and 2. The experi-
mental values ranged from about 7% below to about 5%
above the predictions. This greater piston velocity
variation for data blocks 3 and 4 was most likely due to
wide variations in the performance of the igniters for the
powder charge of the gun for these data blocks. The
maximum powder pressure variations for data block 4
were found to be very large, up to +30%, due, most likely,
to the variations in igniter performance.
For a wide variety of gun operating conditions in data
block I, experimental and numerical gun erosion values at
4 calibers depth in the barrel were compared. The trend
line of the experimental measurements was within
10-20% of the numerically predicted line, eight of the
twelve individual experimental values were within +40%
of the predicted values and all but one of the experimental
values are within a factor of 2 of the predicted values.
For conditions of data block 3, experimental measure-
ments of gun erosion were made at depths of 4, 8, 12 and
16 calibers into the barrel for four shots under nearly
identical operating conditions. These experimental
measurements were compared with CFD calculations and
excellent agreement was obtained, with all of the experi-
mental values being within 20% of the CFD values. For
the conditions of data block 4, experimental measure-
ments of gun erosion were made throughout the gun
barrel after a series of 40 shots. For depths into the barrel
between 5 and 50 calibers, the experimental values were
within a factor of 2 of the numerical predictions. For
depths from 50 to 100 calibers into the barrel, the CFD
results overpredict the erosion by factors increasing from
-2 at 50 calibers depth to 3-4 at 100 calibers depth.
Overall, the agreement between the experimental and
numerical gun erosion values was judged to be reasonably
good, considering the complexity of the processes
modelled and that the CFD erosion calculations were not
"tuned" in any way to improve agreement with the
experimental results.
Gun erosion due to frictional heating of the steel wall by
the plastic piston was also modelled and good agreement
was obtained between the experimental and numerical
values for the maximum amount of material eroded.
Experimental muzzle velocities were compared with
numerically predicted muzzle velocities calculated with
and without loading of the hydrogen gas with the ablated
barrel wall material. These comparisons were made over
the following very wide range of gun operating
parameters.
Powder masses: 150-275 g
Powder types: IMR/DuPont 4198, 4895
Piston masses: 710-1115 g
Projectile masses: 0.88-3.17 g
Hydrogen load pressures: 0.69-4.06 bar
Diaphragm rupture pressures: 0.29-1.38 kbar
Pump tube volumes: 100%, 60% and 40% of initial
benchmark value
Projectile muzzle velocities: 4.97-9.46 km/sec
The agreement between the experimental muzzle
velocities and the numerically predicted velocities calcu-
lated including loading of the hydrogen by the ablated
steel was very good. Overall, about two-thirds of the
2O
i_:__ill....
muzzlevelocities agreed within 0.5 km/sec and the worst
disagreements were about 0.7 km/sec. The current
procedure, in which a direct calculation is made of the
barrel erosion and the loading of the hydrogen gas with
ablated barrel material, is much superior to the earlier
procedure (ref. 8) used at Ames where a calculation was
first made without hydrogen loading and then a heuristic
correction factor, based on experimental gun erosion data,
was applied to allow for hydrogen loading. At the higher
velocities, there are large disagreements between the
experimental muzzle velocities and the numerically
predicted muzzle velocities calculated without loading of
the hydrogen. These disagreements range from t to
2 km/sec in data blocks 2-4 up to 3 to 4 km/sec in data
block 1. Clearly, the higher muzzle velocities cannot be
properly predicted without taking into account the loading
of the hydrogen by the ablated barrel wall material.
Comparison of results for the 100%, 60% and 40% pump
tube volumes shows that, at the higher muzzle velocities,
operation at 40% pump tube volume provides superior
performance, with much lower hydrogen loading,
~4 times less gun erosion (ref. 24), ~40% lower
maximum pressures in the gun contraction cone and
10-20% lower maximum pressures at the projectile base.
Large muzzle velocity gains were predicted upon driving
the gun harder when hydrogen loading is not taken into
account; much smaller muzzle velocity gains were
predicted when hydrogen loading is taken into account
and were achieved in practice. Thus, loading of the
hydrogen with the ablated wall material appears to be
very effective in limiting the maximum attainable muzzle
velocities and likely explains, at least in part, why it is
very difficult, when launching a controlled-shape
projectile, to surpass a muzzle velocity limit curve
published nearly 30 years ago (ref. 25). CFD snapshots of
the hydrogen mass fraction, density and pressure of the
in-bore medium were presented for a very erosive shot.
These snapshots showed a very heavy maximum loading
of the hydrogen with the ablated barrel material. This
leads to large pressure drops in the region of heavy
hydrogen loading and consequent large drops in projectile
base pressure.
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Appendix A
Gun Bore Wall Heat Flux Analysis
The calculation of the skin friction and the heat flux at the
barrel bore starts with the following equations, slightly
modified from those of Appendix A of reference 9, for the
case without erosion of barrel material.
1
" wo=  Cfon lu lu 
qwo = 1 Cfopooluoo'[Ieoo + _-lll - T_W1 + @- 1
where
_WO -=
Cfo =
[9oo =
Uoo
qwo
coo =
p =
T w =
Too =
The derivation of equations (A1) and (A2) is standard and
is given in Appendix A of reference 9; hence, we will not
repeat it here. For the case of the heat transfer from the
plastic piston material to the barrel bore, we use the
following equation, taken from Appendix C of
reference 9.
1
qwo = "_ ZwoU_ (A3)
For the case of erosion of the barrel surface due to heating
by the hydrogen gas, we will have a reduction of Cfo to Cf
due to the wall blowing effect of the molten steel being
lost. We calculate this reduction using the equation of
figure 8 of reference 26, which can easily be transformed
to yield the following equation.
Cf_ i
skin friction at the bore surface
skin friction coefficient at the bore surface
density of medium within the bore
velocity of medium within the bore
heat flux at bore surface
internal energy of medium within the bore
pressure of medium within bore
bore surface temperature
temperature of medium within the bore
Cf° [1+383 mw (9°°_5( 2 /5ICfo125] 3
L • _!
(al)
(A2)
(A4)
where
Cfo
Cf
= skin friction coefficient without mass
addition
= skin friction coefficient with mass addition
m w = wall mass flux
p* = density of free-stream medium at the
reference temperature, T*
We evaluate the reference temperature by starting with
equation (25) of reference 26, as follows•
T* = 0.5(T w + Too) + 0.2(Tro - Too)
mw 1 (Tw_Too)
+0"1 p*u_ Cho *
where
T* =
T w =
Too =
Tro --
andCho* is given by
reference temperature
wall temperature
free-stream static temperature
free-stream recovery temperature
where
qwo
Cp
(A5)
Cho. = qwo
p * uooCp (Tro - Tw) (A6)
= wall heat flux without mass addition
= specific heat of flee-stream medium
Since n* appears only to the 0.5 power in equation (A4)
and the last term of equation (A5) is generally a fairly
small correction, we will use a number of approximations
in evaluating the latter term; these make the analysis
much more tractable. The approximations include
assuming h = CpT in several places, where h is the
enthalpy, assuming proportionality between h and T in
several places and assuming hro = h,_ + 0.5(uoo) 2. (hro is
the free-stream recovery enthalpy.) With these assump-
tions, equations (A5) and (A6) can be modified to yield
h*= 0.5hoo(T_W + lt+0.1u_o +zhoo(T _- 11 (A7)
and
where
h*
0.1m w
Z_
qwo
(A8)
enthalpy of free-stream medium at free-
stream temperature
enthalpy of free-stream medium at reference
temperature
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::i: ii
We limit z as follows.
0 < z < 0.5 (A9)
The lower limit is imposed because z should never be
negative, since it expresses a proportionality between the
heat flux and the driving (total) temperature difference.
The upper limit is imposed because if z exceeds 0.5, then,
for low velocity flows, T* could be outside the range
between T,,. and T w, which is impossible. After calcul-
ating h* from h_ using equations (A7) and (A8), we make
the further approximation
p* _he,, (AlO)
p_ h*
and take the value of p*/p_, from equation (A10) and
insert it in equation (A4) to allow one to calculate Cf
(with wall mass flux).
Equation (A4), from reference 26, was derived for mass
addition of the same medium which is in the free-stream
flow. We make a correction for injection of "foreign
medium" (usually "foreign gas") as follows. The term m w
in equations (A4) and (A8) is multiplied by the factor
H
effective molecular weight of free-stream gas
(or medium)
molecular weight of gas or medium injected
at the wall
to correct for the molecular weight difference between the
free-stream medium and the medium injected at the wall.
This correction procedure was derived in reference 27,
using the analyses and data given in references 28 and 29.
We take the basic values for the molecular weights of
hydrogen and steel to be 2.0 and 55,85, respectively. (We
use this procedure even though it is recognized that the
steel enters the in-bore medium as liquid droplets, not as a
gas.) If there is already steel incorporated into the hydro-
gen working gas in the gun tube bore, we take the
effective molecular weight of the medium within the bore
to be 2/m 1, where m 1 is the mass fraction of hydrogen in
the medium within the bore. Thus, in general, we take
me = 2 / m I (A11)
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Appendix B
Nonequilibrium Turbulence Model
A simple model was developed which assumes that the
nonequilibrium turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) relaxes
towards the equilibrium value (TKEeq) for the flow in
question with an e-folding length (Le) which is a multiple
of the tube diameter. (The e-folding length is the length
over which the difference between the nonequilibrium
and equilibrium TKE will relax to 1/e times its original
value in a steady, constant area flow.) Hinze (ref. 30)
presents an extensive discussion of the fully developed
low speed turbulent pipe flow measurements of Laufer
(ref. 31). We estimate L e using (1) Laufer's _aphs
(presented in Hinze) of the TKE production distribution
across the pipe radius, (2) Laufer's graphs (also presented
in Hinze) of the TKE production distribution across the
pipe radius and (3) Schlichting's (ref. 32) values for the
ratio of maximum to mean velocity for low speed, fully5
developed pipe flow. From these data for Re D = 5 x 10 ,
we estimate L e = 3.27 × (pipe diameter). (Re D is the
Reynolds number of the pipe flow based on the pipe
diameter.) The range of Re for hydrogen flow in the pump
tube and barrel of our two-stage light gas guns is typically
3 x 105 to 3 x 107. The Reynolds number for the data of
references 30 and 31 is within our range, but towards the
low end of it. However, turbulent pipe flow does not
appear to chan,,e__very rapidly with Re over5 the Re ran,,e_
of interest (at least over the range 3 x 10 to 3 x 10_'
reported in reference 33). Hence, we use the value of L e
given above as a rough estimate in our CFD model. The
relaxation term in our model thus becomes
d(TKE) = _XeX(TKE - TKEeq ) (B1)
where d(TKE) is the change in TKE which takes place
when the flow moves a distance Ax, and we use
TKEeq = 0.00929u 2 (B2)
where u is the mean flow velocity in the tube, which is
also taken from the data of Laufer (ref. 31) for Re D = 5 x
105 . For simplicity in the equations, we have dropped the
subscript "neq" from TKEneq; i.e., "TKE" in the present
equations denotes TKEne q. For one timestep At, the
distance that the flow moves is simply uAt. Since the tube
changes diameter, in the gun model, L e is not fixed, but is
taken to equal to RLD, where R L = 3.27 as discussed
above and D is the local tube diameter. Inserting these
two results into equation (B1) yields the following
equation for the relaxation term of the TKE equation.
d(TKE) = uAt {TKE - TKE) (B3)
DR L _, eq
A difficulty with equation (B3) is that, as it stands, there
will be no TKE relaxation if the velocity, u, goes to zero.
Since the TKE will obviously relax due to the turbulent
motion itself, even if u = 0, we have modified equa-
tion (B3) by replacing u with
13= max(u,12(u2 TKE }/+ 0.00929 J) (B4)
Thus, our final form of the relaxation term of the TKE
equation is
d(TKE)= 13At (TKEe _TKE ) (B5)
DR L _ u
To calculate the changes of TKE within any cell over a
timestep, equation (B5) is used, along with the usual
terms taking account of the convection of TKE across the
cell boundaries of cells.
With the nonequilibrium TKE values known, the skin
friction coefficient, Cf, at the bore surface of the gun is
corrected as follows. The correction is applied only in the
transition and turbulent flow regimes, with Re D > 1828.
First, we calculate
_=maxl/ TKE /,11 (B6)
Then, the skin friction coefficient is corrected using _ as
follows.
Cf,turb,cor r =Cf,la m +(Cf,turb,u n +Cf,lam)_ "5 (B7)
where
Cf, turb,corr = corrected turbulent skin friction
coefficient
Cf, lam = laminar skin friction coefficient
Cf, turb,u n = uncorrected turbulent skin friction
coefficient
is required to be greater than or equal to unity so that
Cf, turb,cor r must be greater than or equal to Cf, turb,u n and
never less than the latter value.
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Figure 1. Schematic sketch of Ames 0.5" two-stage light gas gun. Numbers (in centimeters) are bore diameters or
distances from the blind end of the powder chamber. WG1-4 denote whisker gauges for measurement of piston velocity.
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Figure 2. Experimental and numerical piston velocities for Ames 0.5" gun for data block 1.
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Figure 3. Experimental and numerical maximum powder pressures for Ames 0.5" gun for data block 1.
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